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• Technology is unfamiliar and reflects an involuntary 
form of risk in which people have little control over 
their exposure.

• Moreover, there remains a high degree of scientific 
uncertainty and debate regarding actual levels of risk

• HF case limited to development in northeastern 
British Columbia and the St. Lawrence Lowlands 
region of Quebec
two jurisdictions with very different institutional legacies 

and prior experience with the oil and gas sector



• Direct and indirect environmental, human health, socio-
economic, and political 

• Case report provides results from this decade on 
familiarity with HF in Canadian provinces
perceived risk with HF in Canadian provinces
media coverage (2010-2014), and 
supportive/opposing beliefs in Quebec and BC (elite survey, 

2015).



• Individual affected
Central regulatory authority responsible to approve projects
Limited public engagement
May or may not adopt any recommendations (a question of 

democratization)



• Primary tool to mitigate risk
• Engagement
BC - set guidelines; for Indigenous communities BCOGC does 

it themselves
BAPE responsible for third step of EA to conduct public 

engagement
Government of Canada - Supreme Court decision

• Duty to consult and accommodate



• Report did not provide a scoring
Dimensionality of 4 principles acceptable; discussed next 

slide

• Expectation/Impression
Quebec score will be more democratic based on surveys 

regarding public consultations



• IA/ID straightforward
• REACT not problematic
But given overlap, uncertainty in how many options to include

• Democratization incomplete
Prefer dichotomous questions (0-2); add them up
Different dimensions may not be equally as important, but 0-

10 scaling for each item is (in Erick’s view) even more 
arbitrary and difficult to score



• This case may be unique in that research related to 
motivated reasoning has already been completed
 Erick’s research results are consistent with the idea that new 

information is interpreted differently according to one’s 
cultural bias.

• Surveys of elite and general population samples
Not just cultural biases (worldviews) but also as expressive 

opinion and the application of different standards of 
evidence - (Afternoon session)

• Analysis of written records of stakeholder views
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